Ask Catherine

Nov. 1st, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!

Questions as of Monday + Plus some late comers.

Great news from Maine:

Right to food referendum won!

I asked about donations from the blast that Darlene sent out Monday, and she perked up when I said Solari. She indicated lots of donations from the Solari readers including a couple of sizable contributions from the people you specifically contacted. Those contributions probably paid for around a dozen radio spots on Tuesday on the Portland stations.

Many thanks again for your help,

Weston Price Conference in Allen Texas, near Dallas this weekend….Pete Kennedy selling wrap ups to fund contributions for Weston Price Foundation

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Covid-19
Feedback
Going Direct Reset
Cash and Precious Metals

Question:
I love the "Money & Markets " videos. Thank you for the insights.

So, I moved my retirement account from Vanguard to E-Trade , and Morgan Stanley just acquired it !! Where can we move our retirement accounts to get them away form the big 7 , Centrals ?
Thanks & God bless.

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Hi;
I have been following CAF for about 12 years (ever since the housing crisis) and really, really appreciate her work.
I would like to subscribe to Solari Report and also ask if you have a wealth management team ... if so, what are your minimum account management levels and your fees?
Also, I would like to ask if Catherine has ever commented on using Navy Federal Credit Union for banking ... is it ok?
thanks so very much!!
L M

CAF Notes & Links:
Question:
Hi Catherine,

The presentation on taxation was excellent. As a tax and accounting professional, I have the ability, but not yet the expertise to scrutinize the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for my local county. Can you direct me to a resource on how to actually expose the fraud disclosed/hidden in these reports?

Regards,
S In Florida

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
I just notes my credit card statement has important changes to my account. The APR is going up and the APR for cash advance is going to variable rate.

I try to avoid using cash over card and pay my bill in fill each month, but felt there is a hidden message in those changes that you might recognize.

Thanks,
T M

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Greetings and salutations to my Hero!
Catherine,

First off, I can not tell you how thrilled I am to be a new member of your community.
I have been reading Dr. Farrell’s material for years and find it spot on and enjoy the wisdom from both of you.

As a trustee for our family, I am wondering if you might be able to suggest whom we could contact to learn more about trading precious metals at a wholesale level utilizing a hedge account.

If you have time please let me know.

Warm regards and may the peace of God be always with you.

Fondly,

B R

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Question:**

**Given:**

Wall Street is run by Ciminals & I refuse to do business with criminals. It is very difficult to find someone who can advise me without having a personal benefit involved. I understand the "Creature from Jekyll Island" and have listened to your many interviews over the years with Jim Puplava and Patrick Byrne on how the system is set up to rob the non-connected participants.

With every decision I make financially, I hear Claus Schwab in my mind reminding me that in 2025 I will own nothing and be happy. Then I ask myself, how does the middle class go from thinking they are well-off with solid investments in the market to having nothing and being happy. I sense a gigantic black swan event out there in the near future.... hence my caution.

EVERYTHING on this planet is in a huge bubble (real estate, stocks, and other normal forms of normal investment) and with the unlimited money printing and deployment to favored institutions - inflation is rearing its ugly head, the only "normal" investments that are actually undervalued still seem to be precious metals.

Banks are questionable for holding large sums of money- apparently the FDIC holds $0.12 of reserves for every $250,000 in deposits (or something ridiculous like that).
The mattress isn't such a good idea either.

I am sure I am not the lone ranger in this: My wife and I are retired, and I have been collecting old gold and silver coins from before and after the price of gold went to $262. Over the years I have amassed a collection of pre-1932 gold and silver coins with an average gold price of $800/pz and silver $8/oz that is now assessed to a current value of over $3.5M- held in our possession in very secure locations.

As with many Baby Boomers our successful parents are passing away and are leaving substantial inheritances. Where does someone put a substantial inheritance when such person ALREADY has a reasonable collection of precious metals stashed away, and is ALREADY leading a comfortable lifestyle?

In the (local) bank? in my opinion, not with the FDIC holding $0.12 in insurance for every $250,000 of money held

In the stock market? Not with market at epic highs and vaccine mandates destroying companies bottom lines.... it appears society is braking down with the great reset on the horizon.....

In property, with the property prices at all time highs?

In business, with vaccine mandates destroying local business?

Where does a person put their excess finances that is safe and will ride out the insanity currently enveloping the world?

Two years ago, I had plans for the inheritances, but today I have no clue. Perhaps you can help. I am not looking for "investment advice" other than what placements you think (in general terms) will weather the storm and Ideally, perhaps some ideas how the small investor can help change the world and make it a better place

Perhaps you could create on your subscribers page a button with a list of suggestions and ways we can deploy our money to make the world a better place in our OWN communities, I and probably half the world would love to hear your suggestions. Otherwise I guess I will find myself buying more and more precious metals.... and keeping limited amounts of cash around.

Thanks

CAF Notes & Links:
**Question:**
Hi Catherine,
As a relatively new subscriber, I am still trying to catch up with all the extraordinary content you have available on your website. Sometimes I feel as if my head will explode – so please forgive me if you have already covered this topic. You say anything is possible in this lawless time. Do you think the Federal Reserve and/or Federal Government will call a Debt Jubilee in order to roll out the CBDC’s? If they did so, what do you conjecture that will look like? Will it be debt forgiveness for the Big Banks and Wall Street and none for us? I am assuming they will declare all USA currency physically held worthless. Thanks in advance for your time, much appreciated!
-J

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**
Hello Catherine,

Just discovered your work recently and am so grateful to be a part of this community. What are your thoughts regarding PMA (Private Membership Associations) for small businesses specifically healthcare and restaurants in larger cities?

Warmly,

D

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**
Hi Cathrine!
I just joined and in the process of cleaning up my associations. Currently, to my shame, a Chase and Wells Fargo customer.
I have found a few Credit Unions in my local community. However, I want to ask them some precise questions about how they work, their ties to the Federal Reserve and if they are a quality local bank to do business with.

Do you have a ready-made set of questions I can ask? If not can you provide some guidance? I have been listening to John Titus...but it is a bit too complex for me to break down and analyze/interview my local bankers.

Thanks for your help! I plan to go deep with Solari and bring it to my local community. I deeply appreciate your work.

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
99 page WHO document 2021.1 english, attached below confirms Cory's research

Friend just returned from a FL>Carribean cruise this week. The ship used iris scanners to allow patrons back on the ship at each port, not cruise cards, Country Passports or digital Passports used during cruise. No more cruises for me.

What is my risk in holding a SBA/Covid unsecured business loans with payments deterred for 2 years? You can reply on Solari, not here.

AJ


CAF Notes & Links:

Covid-19
**Question:**
Hi Catherine,

I'm struggling with a situation where my employer has refused my claim to a religious exemption and won't accommodate me, even though I've been working all through COVID up to now. I'm anxiously awaiting your advice on how to push back to my employer in a world after FDA approval of Pfizer.

JJ
New subscriber

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Comment:**
Hi Catherine,
I thought you would find this interesting. This is a photo of a AZ insert from the U.K. a friend sent it over to me when her sister, unfortunately, decided to be jabbed...

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Question:**
Hi Catherine,

we live in California and my husband just received a notice from his employer (Blue Shield of California) that all employees will be required to be fully vaccinated by December 8th or face termination, even though almost all the employees are still working from home. He does plan on filing a religious exemption but from what he’s
heard, no exemptions will be considered. He is considering taking a stress-related disability leave. Is this advisable or could this backfire in some way?

Thank you,
KA

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Dear Catherine,

The net in Australia is closing pretty fast as you know and my best Dutch friend who is living permanently in Australia is basically with his back against the wall. The 'no jab no job' narrative is taking off and leaving the country is impossible without having the injections. He basically wants to get out of the country in one piece.

I want to do everything that's in my power to help him out. My question to you is can you link him to local professionals like doctors for covid ethics that are organizing and shaping a plan to fight the tyranny?

Keep up the good work.

Kindest regards,
G S

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Hi Catherine,
Regarding the email that I just sent you…this is additional information that I forwarded from J and M F to J C, from the Chicago Fraternal Order of Police. It’s an affidavit to help him in his fight against these mandates. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

J O


CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Greetings Catherine,

As a recent subscriber to the Solari Report, I want to thank you for all that you do and all that you offer here to help people become more “all around” self-reliant…from exiting the fiat system to building communities, to knowing your Sheriffs and farmers, to the Market Wrap-Ups with J.T., to providing access to your posted “Covid 19 Forms & Resources”, which has helped many people in fighting these vaccine mandates from their employers and schools. When you originally posted these, I sent them to both family and friends, as well as posting them on my weekly webinars with Dr. Lee Merritt and Dr. Tenpenny, …and everyone has been grateful for them! So, much thanks for this and for being what I have come to call all of “you“ now, …a “Frontline Patriot” and a “Frontline Warrior for Humanity”.

Please know that as more and more people wake up to the realities of this “Twilight Zone on Steriods” world that has been thrust upon all of us, the number of Patriots and Warriors for Humanity from all around the globe are growing each and every day… and we are joining with you in this fight for Goodness, for Human Life, and for all that is Sacred…against all the forces of Evil, that are attempting to destroy our Lives and all that is Sacred and Good for Humanity…just for being Sacred and Good for Humanity!

To help aide in this fight, I’d like to share some important information with you (please see attachment) that I think you will find very valuable. I’ve been sharing this with other Frontline Patriots like yourself, including your friends Greg Hunter and Dr. Tenpenny. Both appreciated that I had sent it to them. Additionally, in having a conversation with John Catanzara’s Executive Assistant Kathy, who is located in his
office, she asked me to send this information to her and she assured me that John would receive it.

I strongly believe that in bringing together the information that you provide at the Solari Report, along with applying the information in the attachments, as well as rebuilding our Militias, (Molon Labe was a great post at Solari )…. will help us rapidly restore our nation to a place of freedom, peace and safety, where justice and human rights are practiced and honored, not only once again, but rather, where these will be practiced better and more thoroughly than they have ever been practiced in our history! Thanks again for all that you do.

Kindly and Sincerely,

J O


P.S.  My question to you is, after reviewing this information will you consider reaching out to Jack and Margy…and perhaps interviewing them, as they are great Patriots, who have an enormous amount to offer to Humanity and to your viewers?
Thank you for your consideration.

Good Morning Karen,(Kingston)

I want to thank you for all the great work and information that you are sharing with humanity! You are a true heroine and patriot! I am sharing with you an email that I just sent to Stew Peters and Dr. Jane Ruby. I also sent a similar email to Greg Hunter of USAWatchdog and Tom and Sharon Caldwell. Tom is a retired veteran, who had been held in solitary confinement for 49 days for patriotically attending the January 6 rally with President Trump. Both Greg and the Caldwells were very grateful that I had shared this information with them. We all need to be embracing what I address in the body of the letter below. As I know that you have been blowing the bugle for the defense of our Constitution and our God given Rights, I think you will find the information attached here of great interest.

Thanks again for all that you do.
Kind Regards,

J O
Hi Sand Dr. R,

Thank you for all that you do as “Frontline Patriots”. Know that there are many of us out here that support you both in all your good work that you are doing for humanity! As Americans, we all must join together in restoring and bringing back our country to a place once again in which we all can live, flourish and be happy in a safe, peaceful and free society.

Just to share some important information with you…last weekend I attended a 2 day workshop on applying the Constitution in a Court of Law to defend our rights. It was given by a husband and wife team, Jack and Margy Flynn. Through the decades they have won more cases in court than any Attorney or Law firm…and they are not even attorney! Jack and Margy apply Constitutional Law the way our Founders intended the Constitution to be applied in our defense and in our protection. And they mentor others on how to do the same. They’ve encouraged us to share their Seminar Material with anyone who may need it or be receptive to it, as they understand that their methods (attached) can help save our country. Please review it as I think you will find it of great interest and as a source of valuable information, both for you, your guests, and your viewers. Among ALL this great information are 3 very timely sample Affidavits, the second of which can be used by those Americans who are threatened with either taking this “kill shot” or being fired.

We, as Americans, really need to be shifting our focus toward the Constitution and our Constitutional Rights now, as it is the Supreme Law of the Land. It is not dead and it never died! It is the awareness of its Supreme Power among our citizens that has died (which has actually been the intentional long term goal of the leadership in our country). But this knowledge can be and must be restored and we really need to be doing it now!

There are many naysayers out there who claim that America is too far gone as American citizens today don’t seem to “get” the Constitution…but realize that it takes LESS time to “master” the principles of the Constitution than it takes to become proficient in spike proteins, viruses, antibodies, toxins, bioweapons, disease, ADE, graphene oxide, prevention protocols, etc? And yet, just four months ago… NO ONE knew about THESE THINGS!! But now millions do! Thus, we can easily do the same with the Constitution and The Bill of Rights… and in “WARP SPEED” no less!!!” It’s something that we have to do now because of the grave state that our country is in!

The more we start shifting our conversation in this direction the faster we can bring our Country back to a safe place once again. Jack and Margy’s experience and knowledge and the guidance that they offer Americans is exactly what we all need right now!
Jack and Margy are real patriots and care deeply about our Country and our God given Rights! You may consider reaching out to them for their expert advice. They are very accessible. Their contact information is...

Thanks again for all that you do.
Kind Regards,

J O

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**

Hi Catherine.

So, my youngest son is a student at GA Tech in Atlanta. He has now has Covid twice and is having chest pains. His doctor in CT wants him on Ivermectin and sends a prescription to CVS in Atlanta. The pharmacist refuses to fill the prescription and tells my son (20 yr old) that the dose is too high. The pharmacist never calls the doctor and asks if there might be an error. My son calls me from outside the CVS and I call the pharmacist. On hold for 15-20 minutes and finally get a chance to explain why I was calling. The CVS pharmacist immediately says he cannot fill the prescription, as the dose is too high. I asked him if he contacted the doctor? I asked him if he is licensed to practice medicine in the state of GA and if he can write prescriptions for patients. He starts screaming at me (he is apoplectic), that I don’t know what I am talking about. I ask him for his name and he screams “Jim”. Can I get your last name please and he says “what is this about”? I explain that you are refusing to fill a prescription and I just want your name and license #. He gives me his full name (Jim Monch) and says he doesn’t have to give his license and that I am harassing him. He then hangs up. I was very calm and matter of fact and just wanted his info. I called back and after waiting another 15-20 minutes, he says “he knows how to read, and the dose is too high”, and hangs up. So, I continue to call and to be put on hold and he continues to hang up. If you have ever been in a CVS (that’s who fills my prescriptions in CT), there is an announcement over the PA system, “Pharmacy call on line 2”, so the whole store is hearing this and he wouldn’t pick up the call, the message repeats over and over, until the call is answered. I continue to call and “Jim” hangs up. Jim finally answers and I say “listen, I am not trying to be difficult, but I need your license # and I will go away”.
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He screams at me “go ahead report me to the board, I don’t care, you don’t know what your are talking about”. He thinks he has hung up and is screaming at the pharmacy clerk, “Just hang up on this guy when he calls”. So, I continue to call… The next time “Jim Monch” answers, he screams his license # and hangs up. I call again, and finally get “Jim Monch” again and I say listen, I am old and I need to write down your license, could you please say it "sloooowly" for me. He hangs up. I call again and I explain to “Jim Monch” I am not going away, and he hangs up. I call again, get Jonah, the pharmacy clerk, and explain I just need Jim Monch’s (the pharmacist) license # and that is should be displayed, publicly, in the pharmacy. After 8 phone calls to CVS in Atlanta, I finally got his license.

So, I have registered the complaint with American Frontline Doctors. I will contact CVS corporate, and I will call the state of Georgia. Is there anything else I can do???

I usually avoid all controversy, but this time I felt I had to pushback. I figure the way this guy reacted, he knew he was wrong, both morally and legally.

Got to pushback where we can.

K A. L
President

CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

Subject: Sample Company Policy

Catherine,

Here is some text from our corporate policy on medical information and procedures. I think this is a better track for companies to take. Rather than focusing on if the vaccine is safe or not, the real issue is it’s none of their dang business and not in the contracts that previously existed between employer and employee or many businesses and their clients. We don’t get to all have a mass delusion and start adding things to contracts especially when most well written contracts have a statement that this is the complete contract in them and if its not in there, it isn’t binding. Just an example of what we did. I
haven’t laid it on a client yet, but I have given it to the employees to burn the boats at the beach so to speak. No turning back.

WBA

To: Whom it may Concern

Subject: COMPANY POLICY RELATED TO MEDICAL INFORMATION AND POLICIES, TO INCLUDE VACCINES

1. It is the policy of ACME to leave personal medical decisions and records up to our employees. Nothing in our hiring documentation with our employees indicates that they will have to submit any medical records beyond submitting to a drug test for purposes of employment, nor will we attempt to impose additional requirements on them beyond these terms of their employment. This includes vaccinations, testing and medical records of these items.

2. As such, our company holds no medical information on our employees, we will not request said information from them and we will not provide this information to any other party, for any reason. Our employees, member owners and management are under no obligation to answer questions put to them about their medical status or history or to submit themselves to any medical procedures to include testing or taking temperatures.

3. As a contractor, our employment on various projects is dictated by our master service agreement or similar engineering service agreement previously negotiated with your company. None of our existing agreements currently include a provision requiring us to hold or provide medical information or to require medical procedures of our employees, nor will ACME agree to any such provisions. These actions would violate our employees’ rights as free citizens and exceed the original terms of the service contract.

4. Our service agreement contains a clause which states that this is the entire agreement and additional items cannot be added or considered without amending the contract. We intend to provide services in accordance with the existing agreements but will not agree to add any further statements or amendments to this legal agreement related to medical information, procedures, or related issues.

5. The recent months have shown an unhealthy worldwide trend towards sweeping draconian solutions to medical issues and a social acceptance of people involving themselves deeply in others most personal business. These activities would previously have been widely viewed as unacceptable and still are to me and my company.

6. We are taking these steps to protect our employees and to live by our principals, which we will not compromise for profit. We understand that this may limit our ability to serve some of our clients in the future and greatly regret the situation which leads to this being necessary.

7. I have greatly enjoyed the privilege to work on such interesting projects in the past and to be part of your company’s growth. I hope that we can continue to
serve you in the future, as we have in the past. However, I am willing to lose an otherwise excellent client for my principals if it comes to that. I have faith that the Lord of Creation can provide for our small company.

8. The point of contact for this matter is the undersigned, who may be contacted by phone at…

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**

Dear Catherine.

In one of the recent Money & Markets, you mentioned that Masons like to plan everything.

I have minimal knowledge about Masons for now, but a couple of days ago, I ran into a very thought provocative video:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/wf2lVidpje6K/

After someone Twitted this info, the page disappeared from the Canada.ca website, BUT ... it did not disappear from the Wayback Machine and Internet Archives 😂😂😂

You can verify it here:

Basic search - Canada.ca

And this is the archived page showing that PCR Medical Test Kits imports to Canada started in 2017.

Canada Medical Test kits (382200) imports by country | 2017 | Data

What are your "suspicious" thoughts on this?

I look forward to finding the answer.
Thank you for everything you do.

I love you very much with all my heart!!!

Warmest regards,

G

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Question:**

Hi Catherine!

You and John discuss the death of Colin Powell in the last M&M as mysterious in that his fully-jabbed status was reported very openly by the old media. Have you entertained the thought that Mr. Global has been quietly seeding much of the dissent towards the vaccines? That is, playing both sides in this war. While some of us do know the injections are dangerous and infective, for very legitimate reasons, the mis- and disinformation that continually surface to make a case against the injections seems like too organized a campaign to ignore. Almost as though they want some of the least critically-thinking among us to “wake up” to the dire situation we are in.

I've often had the thought that though it would greatly simplify Mr. Global's plans if we all got jabbed, he always knew he had to account for a large portion resisting. So he employs the classic move of “controlled opposition” to lead the questioners astray, but also to entrap others into this camp with dubious and outrageous pieces of evidence, essentially creating chaos and ensuring that many will lose their jobs and ties to their community so as to further weaken the supply chain and institutions we depend on, and to more generally contribute to a great chasm in how the population perceives reality.

I think there is a likelihood that the devastation from these injections will eventually be admitted to, and the blame will be placed on all the politicians and government officials who employed these tyrannical mandates, moving the people to want to overthrow their government and accept rule by technocracy, however they will market that to us. One-size-fits-all medicine, like these jabs, will be replaced with “customized” healthcare solutions like vaccines curated to work with a person's individual biology.
Just curious if you’ve encountered any intelligence to support these thoughts.

As always, thanks for all you do.
– L

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Hi -
I am desperate trying to find a Dr. that will provide me w/ an exemption for the C shot. I'm a Fed contractor - actually NIAID - ha!! And do not want to get it. Asked my neurologist (previous stroke in 2016) he would not do it and referred me to hematologist who said they would not do it. Is there a list of Drs that will do a telemed appt - review my history and possibly provide this for me?

under the gun - thank you - J T

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Is is going to get this dark? This is from the From Rome website. Lots of posts about what’s going on:

https://www.fromrome.info/2021/10/31/we-are-at-the-great-separation-it-is-now-humanity-vs-the-deathvaxx-monsters/

CAF Notes & Links:
Feedback

Question:
Catherine,

Dr. Mercola mentioned that you were not wearing wireless earbuds/headphones. Do you know of any non-wireless earbudes/headphones that are low in EMF?

Thanks

A

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Dear Katherine
I was a former subscriber to your Solari report and signed up for a monthly subscription yesterday. However I would rather upgrade to the annual subscription. How would I do that in light of my actions yesterday?

Thank you,
J E

CAF Notes & Links:
Question:

Hi
I have received one Solari Report magazine since I started my membership on December 31, 2020. I thought I would get one a quarter? Is that correct?

Thanks
CK

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:

Hi Catherine,

I've been listening to Jordan Maxwell and the Justinian Deception where they both talk about the use of Maritime Admiralty Law and the importance of what words actually mean.
The deception being that from birth we are all considered debtors to the corporation. This is done through the birth certificate and the use of capitals.

Are you familiar with this idea and do you think it is valid?

All the best,
D

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Dear Catherine
Last night I watched a German documentary 'Aktenzeichen 11.9 ungeloest' (File number 911 unsolved).
https://www.bitchute.com/video/gIBwAGh8Hx2J/
Are you familiar with it? It was written by Gerhard Wisnewski and surprisingly produced by WDR, one of the the German public broadcasting companies. It features the work done by Unansweredquestions.org. It has two clips of you at times 7.20 and 10.20, showing that for over 20 years you have been active in seeking and promoting the truth.

As I was watching the video I was struck by the uncanny similarities between the 9/11 panic and the current corona panic. It's so obviously a playbook. Truth was suppressed, evidence was destroyed or ignored, proper legal procedures were stymied, corruption was rife, and anyone who questioned the official story was at best labelled a kook or unpatriotic. The lies being peddled by the media were so flagrant as to beggar belief, for example although there were no bodies found at Shanksville all the victims were identified by DNA analysis, and all suspects were identified within 24 hours and they were all reported to be dead even though 5 of them were later found to be very much alive. Then, as now, you posed the question, 'Cui bono?'. Most significantly, the panic enabled things to be done and policies to be implemented which prior to the event would have been unthinkable.

The film shows how to this day there has been no proper official investigation and absolutely no accountability.

I am a big fan of the Corona Investigation Committee. Every week I watch their testimonies, including the one you gave to them a few months ago. When I compare their efforts to the work you did with Unansweredquestions.org I wonder what real chance there is of the Corona Investigation Committee leading to any significant results. After having watched this documentary I now fear that history will repeat itself and that just as with 9/11, the truth will be kept supressed, nobody will be held accountable and we will all follow the exhortations to put this behind us and look forward.

What do you think the Corona Investigation Committee can do to learn from your work with Unansweredquestions.org to give them a chance of success in achieving real accountability?

Regards
A

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**
Hello Catherine,
Thanks for sharing your incredible wisdom. I’ve been hearing about Private Trust for individual that allows you to regain sovereignty from the government. It’s rather confusing but essentially that signing a birth certificate relegates your rights to the government. It involves a UCC 1 certificate with multiple filings. Can you shed some light on this?

Warmly,

D

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**
Dear Catherine

Sorry for being a pest - I wrote an email to you two days ago thanking you for your work and also sending you a link to an interview with Riccardo Bosi, the leader of AustraliaOne party. In one of your recent weekly reports, section pushback, you were playing an excerpt from his address to the nation.

I’m in touch with an executive member of the party who said they / Riccardo would be very interested in having an interview / roundtable with you.

If you’re agreeable, what would be the best way for you to connect?

Thank you,

T

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:**
Hi Catherine,

Firstly, Thank you for your amazing insight and leadership!
I have recently “lost” my job as a health care Provider as well as my wife (Teacher) due to the so called mandates. We consciously decided to not participate in the madness and not get the jab or turn in paperwork regarding religion mandates. My wife’s letter to parents even made the local news as she wanted to make sure they knew to be advocates for their children as she will not be there to support them.

We are excited to adapt to the job market, however, the health insurance issue is a stress point. We have heard about Private Membership Associations but are absolute novices to the concept. Do you have any thoughts about these, especially as they pertain to alternatives to health insurance? Thank you for any insight into them matter.

In Gratitude,
KN
CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Catherine,

My wife and I thank God every day for the information you are sharing with us! I have spent a few hours today listening to a recent presentation by Leslie Manookian which is simply astonishing. We were introduced to Leslie during your recent conversation with her on Solari.com. I am an accomplished surgeon and surgeon educator here in NY, but this environment has become quite hostile. I will soon be terminated from both my position as a surgeon as well as from my position as the Program Director of the general surgery residency here in Elmira, NY. It is quite clear that my family and I must flee from the State of NY. The wheels are in motion as the loss of interstate travel appears imminent. We have been spending many days trying to decided which state would be most accommodating for our family with two school-aged children. Any guidance would be greatly appreciated.

Warmest regards,
D (Doctor)

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:
Subject: Fires coming to the Southeast?

Dear Auntie Catherine,

As a Veteran I receive these awful newsletters pushing things like free vaccines and other nonsense. This week the newsletter included "Firefighters Needed" in the title. Apparently they are recruiting Veterans who are bored with their Civilian jobs to train to fight "lightning strike fires" out West. The crazy part is the training locations are in LaFayette, Georgia, and Chattanooga, Tennessee. Do you think this mean fires are coming to Georgia and Tennessee? God helps us. (Documents attached)

Thanks for everything. I depend on the Solari Team for coherence in the midst of media chaos.

Respectfully,
--J
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Question:
Catherine have you see this?

Freedom Media, [Oct 20, 2021 at 10:06 AM]  
Mike Yeadon sent this to me today. Is this really going to happen?

The new world order ...

Phase 1: Simulate a threat and create fear. (December 2019-March 2020)  
- Mount a pandemic in China.  
- Kill tens of thousands of elderly people.  
- Increase the number of cases and deaths  
- Position vaccination as the only solution from the beginning.
- Focus all attention on Covid-19.
  Result, (almost) general panic

Phase 2: Sow the tares and division. (March 2020-December 2020)
- Impose multiple unnecessary, liberticidal and unconstitutional coercive measures.
- Paralyze trade and the economy.
- Observe the submission of a majority and the resistance of a rebellious minority.
- Stigmatize the rebels and create a horizontal division.
- Censoring dissident leaders.
- Punish disobedience.
- Generalize PCR tests.
- Create confusion between cases, infected, sick, hospitalized and dead.
- Disqualify all effective treatments.
- Hope for a rescue vaccine.
  Result, (almost) general panic.

Phase 3: Bring a treacherous and deadly solution. (December 2020-June 2021)
- Offer a free vaccine for everyone.
- Promise protection and return to normality.
- Establish a herd immunization target.
- Simulate a partial recovery of the economy.
- Hide statistics of side effects and deaths from injections.
- Passing off the side effects of the injections as "natural" effects of the virus and the disease.
- Recover the notion of a variant as a natural mutation of the virus.
- Justify the maintenance of coercive measures by not applying the herd immunity threshold.
- Punish health professionals for the illegal exercise of care and healing.
  Result, doubts and feelings of betrayal among the vaxx, discouragement among opponents.

Phase 4: Install Apartheid and the QR code. (June 2021-October 2021)
- Voluntarily plan for shortages.
- Impose the vaccination pass (QR code) to reward the vaccinated, punish the resistant.
- Create an Apartheid of the privileged against the others.
- Take away the right to work or study from non-vaxx.
- Withdraw basic services to the non-vaxx.
- Impose PCR payment tests on non-vaxx.
  Result, First stage of digital control, impoverishment of opponents

Phase 5: Establish chaos and Martial law. (November 2021-March 2022)
- Exploit the shortage of goods and food.
- Cause the paralysis of the real economy and the closure of factories and shops.
- Let unemployment explode.
- Apply a third dose to the vaxx (boosters).
- Take up the murder of the living old men.
- Impose compulsory vaccination for all.
- Amplify the myth of variants, the efficacy of the vaccine and the immunity of the herd.
- Demonize the anti-vaxx and hold them responsible for the dead.
- Arrest opposition leaders.
- Impose digital identity on everyone (QR code): Birth certificate, identity document, passport, driving license, health insurance card ... 
- Establish martial law to defeat the opposition.
Result, Second stage of digital control. Imprisonment or removal of opponents.

Phase 6: Cancel the debts and dematerialize the money. (March 2022-September 2022)
- Trigger the economic, financial and stock market collapse, the bankruptcy of the banks.
- To rescue the losses of the banks in the accounts of their clients.
- Activate the «Great Reset».
- Dematerialize money.
- Cancel debts, loans and loans.
- Impose the digital portfolio. (Digital Wallet)
- Seize properties and land.
- Ban all global medicines.
- Confirm the obligation to vaccinate semi-annually or annually.
- Impose food rationing and a diet based on the Codex Alimentarius.
- Extend the measures to emerging countries.
Result, Third stage of digital control. Extension of the N.O.M. to the whole planet.

https://t.me/wearethemsm/451
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Question:
A friend of mine shared this YouTube with me. They want to put the keys to encryption into the hands of the user so that our data is completely protected from those who are
storing it or stealing it.

Can the brilliant people on this great site give me some feedback on what you think? I want to support the campaign however I am not tech-savvy enough to completely understand what they are creating.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Question:**

The fact that this story showed up in a typical gaslighting CBS affiliate isn't particularly noteworthy, but perhaps the fact that it was also sent out as an internal alert by at least one DC-area DoD component is. Could this be the beginning of a new MSM fear meme? Or is it just random tools of the system being hyper-reactive idiots? Or it could have been started by a prank phone call by some 14-year-old….

Security Advisory
Severity: Informational Type: Other
All National Capital Region personnel are advised of the following:
Northern Virginia police departments increases presence amid purported ISIS threat against shopping malls

Please remain aware of your surroundings and alert to possible risks to your safety and those around you. Monitor news reports for the latest on area security threats and avoid locations that may be at heightened risk.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

---

**Question:**

Here in Germany the grocery store sells 12 apples for EUR 2.49 a bag. The apples are from New Zealand although 5 miles from here there are forests with apple trees. So why do they have to import apples from half way round the world? It’s crazy. This rampant globalisation has to stop.
The other day I watched this documentary about the huge supermarket chains, ‘Supermarkets: The End of an Empire?’

‘The supermarket chains used to seem unbeatable, capturing the lion’s share of the grocery market. But for some years now they have been in crisis. In the wake of a fierce price war, retailers are resorting to increasingly aggressive commercial negotiation methods at the expense of suppliers, farmers and producers. Further competition is coming from the tech giants as Amazon and Alibaba invest in the food industry. What are the implications of all these changes on working conditions, the quality of our food and the future of our planet?’

They focus on Carrefour France but I am sure it’s the same all over the world. The first half of the vid shows the ruthless, unethical and illegal tactics the big supermarket chains use to bully squeeze the suppliers until the choke. The second part shows the supermarket of the future which is already here. Fruit and veg are grown in gigantic factories with chemically laced hydroponics and they never touch a grain of soil. The little piglets are raised like auto parts coming out of assembly line.

The shopping trolley weighs the food, registers the purchases, debits your account and out you go. In time I suppose it will also forbid you to purchase certain items if, for whatever reason, the algorithm decides you shouldn’t buy them. Deliveries are made by driverless vans. Once can go the whole day without having contact with a single human being.

We have to say no to this stuff and go back to shopping at local shops in person, avoid chain stores and support local businesses before it’s too late.

Catherine is so right when she urges us all to support our local farmers.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Going Direct Reset**

**Question:**
Having read John Titus’ report and watched his videos on “Best Evidence”, I’m still trying to make sense of the gist of his research. Maybe someone can help to clarify. Is a chief corruption by the Central Bankers the transfer of the $3T into the Feds’ account that the Fed’s owners and shareholders have ownership and distribute in their private accounts however they wish? Or, due to the massive increase in the M2, will they
benefit financially the normal channels of taking money from ordinary citizens for themselves? Or, are there another ways in which the creation of commercial money directly fattens their personal private accounts, other than sustaining the market and their siphoning money from the U.S. government via various “missing money” distributions?
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**Health**

**Question:**

Hi Catherine!

Thank you for your amazing courage and Truth Telling. I am so lucky to have found you and your work.

I am writing to know if I can post somewhere with Solari, or you can spread my name please to people who have vaccine-injured loved ones or friends who are diagnosed as autistic, Downs Syndrome, or neurolo-diverse nonspeakers. I am training with Spelling2Communicate, which you may know about. I learned about this training through the Handleys’ interview with Bobby Kennedy, Jr. After decades of studying and not believing what was being said about autism, it blew my mind to hear the truth.

These brilliant nonspeakers who are in a silent prison are not cognitively delayed, not behaviorally disabled— their motor strip has been damaged but their language centers are intact. So they KNOW what is being said to them, have their own thoughts and dreams, but they cannot get their fine motor apparatus to follow their thoughts into action. Even with gross motor activity, much of what they do is repeatedly done as if for the first time. We work by establishing trust, presuming competence, knowing that we are always coaching the motor (not the intellect!) and providing age appropriate material and support for repeated movement to poke letters on letterboards in order to myelinate the neurons that let them spell using gross motor function. Many of the nonspeakers have become self-advocates and are informing the world of their intrepid spirit and vision of a beautiful world.

Unfortunately, only about 20% of the parents with nonspeaking children will look into or accept the possibility that their child has been vaccine injured. Since I am standing for
Health Freedom, it is near impossible to find people who will accept my help with out double face diapers and XXX. But then I heard your interview with Dr. Mercola, and know that you know about vaccine injury. Please, spread my name if this is possible. The Spelling2Communicate work is way too good to put a price on it. Being a Waldorf teacher by practice and in my heart, I understand the concept of removing obstacles and I understand the nonsense of erecting price walls to stagnate movement that is necessary for the well-being of the individual and the whole world. I am in Portland, Oregon, a dark place at this time.

Ask me if you want more information or anyway, please accept my deep appreciation for sharing your wonder full soul with us. By the way, I am a Solari member and want to change my email address to this one.

Laughter and light,
Barbara Hammer

**CAF Notes & Links:**

The real power of IT and Serial Numbers in Using Silent Weapons:

What was being speculated appears to be true. They have special lots of the toxines that they release to see what they do

https://market-ticker.org/akcs-www?post=244109

https://theexpose.uk/2021/10/31/100-percent-of-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-caused-by-just-5-percent-of-the-batches-produced/

Numbers tell the real tale.

**Local Gatherings**

**Question:**
Hello Catherine-

I’m moving to a new state and would love to be a part of Solari Circles in my new hometown. How can I go about registering and creating a circle account?
Thanks so much,
E

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Recommended Links**

**Comment:**

![Cartoon Image](image)

**Caption**

**CAF Notes & Links:**
Greetings Catherine,

I'm a new member and have been privy to your work since the Planet Lockdown interview. Thank you!

Here's a bit about my work:

For the past thirty years I've been graced with developing hermetic visualization modalities ranging from freehand drawing to what I call thrudimensional space. One of my latest techniques was born in Summer '07 after I received my degree in Architecture. That technique involves an intuitive system and method merging implicate theory and practice from domains such as computer science, physics, metaphysics and synchronicity. This modus operandi has produced quite astonishing visual revelations, shall we say, of historical significance. To the best of my knowledge these findings have not been hitherto discovered. The mindbending nature of the findings has kept me in an overwhelming state of constant amazement at the miracle of Creation and the History we do not know. Let me give you one example to sleep on: Boticelli’s The Birth of Venus when subjected to the technique unveils, in no uncertain terms, that it hides an actual birth of a Human (!) Who or what's giving birth is not at all who we'd think it ought to be. Who then? Here's a hint: Do you recall the direction of the "John gesture"? Now you know what I've been dealing with :) 

Have to go now. Please keep this thread live as I shall add more details shortly.

Best,
A
Ontario, Canada

PS Needless to say, we're not referring to a "hidden" imprimatura but to an otherwise non-obvious, non-local scene, now rendered demonstrably obvious to the naked eye.

Welcome to this second installment, :) 
Did my first email knocked the socks off your feet or instead left you a bit confused? If it's the latter, then we ought to try and remedy that before we dive any further.
I'll tell you a story: First you have to remember throughout that my studio practice is largely hands-on, intuitive and spontaneous. I don't go on a tangent to find external inspiration (it comes from within) or conduct research before I engage the medium. If I do it, I do it post factum in order to disprove the discovery itself. So far this has produced only more evidence. :) Truth is, when you're connected to the source everything seems to flow in and of itself. Just like a book that writes itself. Since my
work involves physics, metaphysics and exopolitics (RIP MP Hellyer) I reached out with a question to a cousin-in-law who is a Cal Tech-trained astrophysicist. I asked her whether she was taught in college any Mobius material and in particular his work on 4D space. She said - yes, of course Mobius 4D was textbook stuff. Not withstanding "4D" becoming cultural euphemism, her confirmation brings us to the remedy which I mentioned in the opening. One way to explain the phenomenon observed in The Birth of Venus is to look at it through Mobius' definition of 4D space. What we found "inside" Botticelli's work was thanks to 3D rotated onto itself. It's there waiting to be discovered. It's that simple. Sort of. :) In other words, these types of emergent visualizations, let's call them metamasters, are more of a rule rather than an exception from the rule. Moreover, a metamaster is intrinsic to the master you see in the museum. You do realize that right, Catherine? And that's if we think of it in a linear way. If we refer to it in a non-linear way as we should, truth is the master and the metamaster are one and the same. Master and metamaster are autochthonic to each other. Now then, think of the metamaster value - literal and metaphorical. Mind you we have not touched the synchronistic relationship existing also between metamaster and the "real" world or its new home. Its new home was Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in the case of Leonardo's Salvator Mundi. Being a student of History you might fall off the chair if you see the metamaster to that master sold in 2017 for half a billion. So, given the provenance and sale price of the masterpiece I wonder what's the fair market value of its hidden metamaster. Food for thought.

Have to go now. Please keep this thread live as I shall add more details shortly.

Best,
A

PS Next time we could go closer to home and more familial circles to look at some of the history of my family.
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**Comment:**

Dear Catherine,

I recently came across this presentation and found it very sobering. You may know most of it already but I wonder how many Solari subscribers are versed in this topic. This might be a good information to share.

Kind regards,

M

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Comment:**
Freedom vs Totalitarianism: Li-Meng Yan MD, PhD

https://www.brighteon.com/e2c7fe19-b33b-4351-8ce0-487d7447dd06

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Comment:**
Highly recommend this speech By Dr. Gold, founder of Front Line Doctors. Very informative current information. The program does not actually begin until minute 23. So you will want to advance to that point.

https://live.aflds.org

where to get RX world wide sources
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Comment:
30 minute video
https://benjaminfulford.net

not sure about this site but ingredients are shown
https://nobulart.com/covid-19-vaccine-ingredients/
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Comment:
Dear Catherine,

in case you have not seen this clip yet. HERO candidacy for Christine Anderson of the European Parliament: https://twitter.com/i/status/1454129848977432583
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Comment:
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Comment:
CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:

“When you’re saying something, and then the person you're saying it about has literally ten times the audience you do, you dumb motherf***er” - Joe Rogan


Subscriber,
EM
CAF Notes & Links:

Comment:
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Comment:
IF YOU CAN’T TELL A MAN FROM A WOMAN, YOU’RE NOT A HEALTH OFFICIAL, YOU’RE A HEALTH THREAT
Published October 20, 2021 | By Joy Pullmann

Richard “Rachel” Levine
The Left became impossible to parody somewhere in between “believe all women” and peak tranny. The guys at The Babylon Bee are going to have to quit soon, first because they cannot get any more satirically bizarre than the Left, second because it seems like the Left is using their headlines as an instruction manual.
Here is what I am reacting to, and it is not made up. It is real.
Yes, the photos above are of the same person. Richard was married with two children until he decided at age 52 to pretend he was a woman named Rachel. He is now 62. Not only did Joe Biden appoint Richard, a man who claims he’s a woman, and whose poor public health decisions led to thousands of unnecessary COVID deaths, as assistant secretary for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Biden has now made that man a four-star admiral and proclaimed we should all cheer at his administration “making history” for doing so.
I repeat, this is not a joke. Here is the CBS News headline this morning (10/20):
Dr. Rachel Levine Makes History As The Nation’s First Openly Transgender Four-Star Admiral
Levine has zero military experience. He’s as much a soldier as I am (although I am 100 percent more female than he is). Further, he’s no “Admiral” in the Navy or any branch whatever of the US military, but a part of the US Public Health Service called the USPHS Commissioned Corps, consisting of non-military “officers” who get to parade around in bemedaled uniforms pretending their rank is real. Talk about stolen valor and fake news.

Here is the U.S. “surgeon general” saying “her [sic] service will undoubtedly advance the @usphscc mission to protect, promote, and advance the health and safety of our nation.”

“Her appointment represents an important step toward a more inclusive future, and her service will undoubtedly advance the @usphscc mission to protect, promote, and advance the health and safety of our nation. — Dr. Vivek Murthy, U.S. Surgeon General (@Surgeon_General) October 19, 2021”

Levine was also awarded the “Public Health Service COVID-19 Pandemic Campaign Medal.” Yes, a man whose pandemic “leadership” included:
* Pulling his mother from a nursing home while forcing elderly people into those homes we now know were COVID death traps;
* Getting promoted out of running the Pennsylvania state “health” department that still “can’t find” crucial COVID-19 data;
* Presiding over one of the slowest vaccine rollouts in the country;
* Openly advocating for the dismemberment and mutilation of children in the name of “health”

Grotesquely, this man has been awarded a “public service COVID-19 pandemic campaign medal.”

In his new position, Levine “will join 6,000 other corps members offering COVID-19 shots and other health-focused initiatives on behalf of the federal government.” How can anyone take seriously any health recommendations from people who are willing to so deeply subordinate reality to political lies that are as obvious as the shape of my jaw?

“Why should anyone trust public health officials who don’t even know what the word ‘female’ means? https://t.co/FeU86stLCW
— Delano Squires (@DelanoSquires) October 19, 2021”

This would be a joke if the implications weren’t so frightening. For one thing, things like this will accelerate already declining public confidence in COVID-19 demands, public health, and the medical profession in general.

And that declining confidence makes perfect sense when you consider that the same public health agencies demanding children wear masks and healthy people quarantine wholeheartedly push child mutilation and dismemberment, in clear violation of medical ethics.

Those same public health agencies are handing out “COVID” grants to local “public health” agencies that direct them to administer medical care based on people’s race. It’s already known that the politicization of medical research through federal control of its funding endangers lives. Medical schools, as Katie Herzog memorably reported...
recently, are now overtaken by these same insane denials of biology, the very reality they are supposed to be understanding better to save human lives. Under a regime that prioritizes sexual behavior and skin color above truth, medical care and people’s trust in it is only going to decline. This isn’t just a joke, it’s evidence of a serious crisis. All this means our nation is controlled by unserious people unfit to govern. They are putting the great United States in disintegration territory reminiscent of the Roman emperor Caligula, who appointed his horse to public office. According to historian Aloys Winterling, author of ‘Caligula: A Biography’, insanity isn’t the only logical explanation for such behavior. In his book, Winterling makes the case that many of the emperor’s wackier stunts were designed to insult and humiliate the Roman people. Demanding that Americans submit to and celebrate obvious denials of reality is not just a joke, and not just a threat to our lives and livelihoods. It is also a humiliation ritual designed to make us even more subservient to power. We must respond with staunchly refusing to live by lies.

Joy Pullmann is executive editor of The Federalist, a happy wife, the mother of six children and author of “Classic Books for Young Children.”
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**Comment:**
Dear Catherine

I just wanted to say that you’re absolutely my most favourite person on the internet. Please keep doing what you’re doing!

I’m an Australian based currently in Dubai, and I know from your interviews you have a soft spot for Australia. I can’t believe what’s happening in my adopted country.

But people are pushing back!

I’d like to draw your attention to a new party, Australia One and its leader Riccardo Bosi, ex-military, special forces. Below is a link to an interview he had with an ex-trade union leader. As you probably know, trade unions have a strong history in Oz.
It’s really funny and very uplifting. In the last 5-10 min of the video John Wilson (the union guy) suggests solutions to deal with corrupt Oz pollies. Knowing your sense of humour, you will love it!

🎬 Rumble Video Link
https://rumble.com/vo1180-australiaone-solidarity-forever.html

Best wishes and my deepest respect,

T
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Comment:
This might be useful is you know anyone hospitalized OR for CV TX AT HOME
https://www.brighteon.com/e4a741d5-9e92-4de3-a6d9-579437767853

Legal resources for Power of Attorney for health care --BEFORE you get sick with Covid
preparations to give your family members

https://www.brighteon.com/e4a741d5-9e92-4de3-a6d9-579437767853

https://www.truthforhealth.org
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Comment:
https://mark-skidmore.com/2021/10/19/robert-f-kennedy-jr-times-square-rally-for-freedom-full-speech-10-16-2021/
Comment:
Hi everyone,
Article just published by William Engdahl, Strategic Risk Assessment professional. His analyses are always very good, he sees behind the facade. Thought everyone might like to read this one, on the results of our coming deindustrialization at the hands of our 'leaders' who have decided that renewable energies will do just fine, thank you very much. Meanwhile, we'll freeze.

Comment:
For those who are against Executive Order 14043, which requires all federal employees to be vaccinated against COVID-19, you may want to check out these links: Liberty Counsel, a non-profit Christian organization based in Florida, is leading this lawsuit:
Mike Yoder is the attorney representing federal employees (as well as military members and contractor employees) in this lawsuit challenging all of Biden’s vaccine mandates for these groups, and note, Mr. Yoder actually filed two lawsuits so far, one is called Costin v. Biden (filed on September 24) and Church v. Biden (filed on October 24):
https://www.yoderesq.com/churchvbiden
Update on the Church v. Biden Lawsuit, it explains that, even though other news outlets are reporting that the Judge has issued a TRO/Injunction, that is not true, not yet anyways, rather, she is ordering DOJ to file a response on the merits by Nov 2:
Comment:
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/worldwide-walk-outs/
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Comment:
An educational resource from The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPSonline.org) who volunteered their time and expertise in treating Covid patients to make this available to the public. What a great thing to do for all of us.
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Comment:
They are not a bank; and they wrote your user agreement.

https://www.redpilldocumentaries.com/2021/10/24/paypals-tyrannical-nwo-asset-stripping-program-is-coming-for-you-next/
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Comment:
I just want to tell you about a wonderful local farmer I feel so lucky to have in my neighborhood. https://www.farmerjonesfarm.com/ is his web site. He grows nutrient rich vegetables. His family lost their farm when he was a young man, now he and his brother bought it back and serve our community of small villages. We are so lucky!
Comment:
I chanced upon a vintage garment of thermal pants, seeing it was made here in USA and I know the devastating impact of globalists and the people who went along with it by buying cheaper foreign goods…. and it’s always wrenched on my heart… I thought I’d look it up, figuring it was long gone but curious to see. Well this knitting mill boasted 1 million garments a week at one point…and ran for over 100 years! It was the second largest mill in the USA…we had a booming industry here in America on so many fronts and it’s been my dream to see that return….buying cheap foreign goods only costs more, with the loss of jobs, opportunities for entrepreneurs to start businesses with local manufacturers, for farmers to grow crops for materials, and the goods themselves falling apart within a year or a few years and needing replacement….it’s all a loss. We need to invest in local manufacturing and locally-made to restore economic abundance. Trade import/export is good but not as the core economic model. We import coffee, chocolate, things specialized in other countries, but not our basic needs we can grow and knit and mine and forge and craft right here on our own lands with our own hands that we can manage directly.
https://knoxheritage.org/homepage/standard-knitting-mill-and-knoxbilles-textile-industry/
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Comment:
https://www.independentsentinel.com/dem-bill-spends-23x-more-on-irs-enforcement-than-taxpayer-services/

CAF Notes & Links:
In this Toronto Sun article, “GUNTER: Liberal vaccine mandates are all about political gain”, Gunter claims, “The federal Transportation department quietly announced that the vaccine mandate for air and rail travellers would have to be put off until December.”

This would be great (or at least better than no test option), but I can’t find the source for this? Anybody know where it is stated on the government’s website, or Transport Canada’s website?

https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/gunter-liberal-vaccine-mandates-are-all-about-political-gain
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**Comment:**

Take a look at this video of a mob of angry protestors at the Barclays Center arena in New York City, protesting because basketball superstar Kyrie Irving will not be allowed to play, because he refuses to get vaccinated: https://twitter.com/LeeroyPress/status/1452359037618507776
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**Comment:**

Hi Catherine,

I joined the Solari Report early this year and have been encouraged, frightened, intrigued by your reporting. I now follow John Titus, Jon Rappaport also. I previously followed Dr. Mercola and James Corbett. As I communicate/enlighten people curious as to what is going on, I tell them to subscribe and dig into the Solari Report.

Anyhow, I found this article about the supply chain debacle (written by a 20 year truck driver) rather interesting and thought I would share - I could not find a place to share info other than this.


Thank you for all of your work and insight!
Comment:

What do you think of a Republican Win in Virginia - Governor who was Sr. Lead at Carlyle Group?

The Carlyle Group

In August 1995,[15] Youngkin joined the private-equity firm The Carlyle Group, based in Washington, D.C.,[14] initially as a member of the U.S.
buyout team.[11] In 1999, he was named a partner and managing director of Carlyle.[16][17] He managed the firm's UK buyout team (2000–2005)[11][18] and global industrial sector investment team (2005–2008), dividing his time between London and Washington.[16][19]

In April 2008, Carlyle's founders asked Youngkin to step back from deal-making to focus on the firm's broader strategy.[20][20] In 2009 the founders created a seven-person operating committee, chaired by Youngkin, which oversaw the non-deal, day-to-day operations of Carlyle.[20][21] In 2009 Youngkin also joined, along with Daniel Akerson, the firm's executive committee, which had previously consisted solely of the three founders.[21][22]

When Carlyle's chief financial officer Peter Nachtwey left suddenly in late 2010, Youngkin became interim CFO[23] until Adena Friedman was hired as CFO late March 2011.[24] In 2010, Youngkin joined the firm's management committee.[25][20] Youngkin was chief operating officer of the Carlyle Group from March 2011 until June 2014.[26]

Youngkin played a major role in taking Carlyle public, supervising the initial public offering.[20][27][28][23][29][30] In June 2014, he became co-president and co-chief operating officer with Michael J. Cavanagh, who joined the Carlyle Group from JPMorgan Chase.[31][32] Together they helped develop and implement the firm's growth initiatives and managed the firm's operations on a day-to-day basis.[33] Cavanagh left the firm in May 2015 to become CFO of Comcast, leaving Youngkin as president and COO of Carlyle.[34]

Co-CEO

In October 2017, the Carlyle Group announced that its founders would remain executive chairmen on the board of directors but step down as the day-to-day leaders of the firm; they named Youngkin and Kewsong Lee to succeed them, as co-CEOs, effective January 1, 2018.[3] As co-CEOs, Youngkin oversaw Carlyle's real estate, energy, infrastructure businesses, and investment solutions businesses; Lee oversaw the firm's corporate private equity and global credit businesses.[35][36] Youngkin and Lee also joined the firm's board of directors when they became co-CEOs.[30]

During Youngkin and Lee's tenure as co-CEOs, they oversaw the firm's transition from a publicly traded partnership into a corporation.[37][38][39]
Bloomberg News described the co-CEO relationship as "awkward ... and increasingly acrimonious" and Youngkin announced his retirement after 2 ½ years. In July 2020, Youngkin announced that he would retire from the Carlyle Group at the end of September 2020, stating his intention to focus on community and public service efforts. In 2020, Youngkin and his wife founded a nonprofit, Virginia Ready Initiative, focusing on connecting unemployed people in the state with job-training programs and potential employers.
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**Take Action**

**Question:**

Good evening Catherine,
We are very grateful to you for your job done from a simple, human perspective, and your kind answers to our emails.
We have many questions but we don’t want to send you too much now, being the first time.
One question is - in these difficult times, where poverty, loss of rights and other tragedies will be the most sure consequences of these two past years of planet history, is there any European institution or private entity that one could contact to get some advice/protection in a broad sense? Are they able to influence also on specific local reality?
I hope it’s clear and we will find an answer on this on tomorrow’s Money&Markets.
Best wishes
Giulia

CAF Notes & Links:

Maine passed the right to food and blocked the Clean Energy Corridor from Quebec to Boston in a citizen’s referendum. We had 80,000 signatures out of 1.5 million state population in order to put the corridor to a vote. I don’t know what other tricks they will bring, but we are resisting.
Other:

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:

Additional Resources

Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input